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Introduction
At the time of publication, exemplar answers from the 
work of students were not available so OCR has worked 
with the Lead Marker for AS Component 2 to create these 
candidate style indicative responses. OCR would like to 
acknowledge the support of teachers and students in 
preparing these responses. Please note that the questions 
that the responses have not been provided by OCR 
English Language question setters and are therefore 
not necessarily typical or what is to be expected – 
indeed some of the Topical Issues responses focus on 
technology (which is definitely not part of the AS Topical 
Issue question) nor is such a focus on the media as in 
Candidate A’s response. For the response on Language 
and Power and Language and Gender, the texts used 
for the responses are quite short in word number and 
texts used in the real exam will use more words. All the 
questions have been written in order to generate a 
response – and  it is the responses that are the focus of 
this pack.

These indicative responses should be read in conjunction 
with sample assessment materials and mark schemes 
(and Principal Examiner’s Reports once they become 
available) on the OCR website http://www.ocr.org.uk/
qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-language-h070-
h470-from-2015/. This content has been selected to 
illustrate how questions might be approached, These 
indicative answers should in no way be regarded as 
model answers and also in no way should it be presumed 
that these are the only way to answer a question 
successfully.

OCR is open to a wide variety of approaches, and 
answers will be considered on their merits. It should be 
remembered that the standard used in marking these 
indicative candidate answers has not gone through the 
usual rigorous procedures and checks applied to live 
material.

The mark scheme used is the one that is part of the 
Specimen Materials and  starts on Page 13 and can be 
found at http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/171414-unit-
h470-2-dimensions-of-linguistic-variation-sample-
assessment-materials.pdf

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-language-h070-h470-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-language-h070-h470-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-english-language-h070-h470-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/171414-unit-h470-2-dimensions-of-linguistic-variation-sample-assessment-materials.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/171414-unit-h470-2-dimensions-of-linguistic-variation-sample-assessment-materials.pdf
http://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/171414-unit-h470-2-dimensions-of-linguistic-variation-sample-assessment-materials.pdf
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Candidate A 

‘The English language gives the media too much power to influence their audience. Discuss.’
This is a speech to be delivered to a Sixth Form debating society.

Topical issues – candidate responses

“Plotting.” “Rambling.” “Radical.”  1 The words used by the Telegraph to report Jeremy 
Corbyn’s recent election as Labour leader. The Sunday Times, meanwhile, alludes 
to a “Civil War” within the party, while the Independent “welcomes” Miliband’s 
successor with a “celebration“ 2. The disparity here, in my view, is frankly rather 
worrying. Is it too much to ask, I wonder 3, that news be presented as it is defined 
– a report of newly received information? Seemingly so. As a vessel of facts in the 
modern day, the newspaper persists to fail spectacularly. Political bias pervades 4, 
to the extent that many established publications have become known for their 
individual stances: the Telegraph – right-wing; the Observer – left-wing; the Daily 
Mail – the less said the better  5.

These reputations were not borne out of nothing. The persuasive linguistic 
devices employed by the media are undeniable  6. I previously referred to the 
Sunday Times’s use of the phrase “Civil War” in describing the state of the Labour 
party in the wake of Jeremy Corbyn’s election; this is just one example of war-
based language as metaphor 7, a widely-used tactic in political journalism. 
The Telegraph, for example, similarly described a “leadership battle” as Corbyn 
“stormed to victory” ahead of his opposition. The connotation of war unavoidably 
suggests to us as readers, even in today’s world of increasingly blurred lines, a 
battle of good versus evil  8. Thus, Corbyn is framed as something of a pantomime 
villain, “crushing the campaigns” of his pure-hearted adversaries. In fact, the wars 
to which the press alludes seem to mirror the wars that they themselves wage, 
against one political candidate or another 9 – though of course they are never 
alone. Article-writers draw on the reputations of like-minded industry high-
rankers to validate their subjectivism – after all, if Lord Mandelson is opposed to 
Corbyn, he must be a monster! 10

Now, at this point 11, you must be thinking 12, “Who on earth would fall for that?” 
And you’d be right. These are some fairly obvious tactics; however, the more 
underhand tactics are just as easy to spot, when you know how. The influence of 
the media can be seen in their use of pronouns  13. That’s right, those simple little 
words we use to replace nouns 14. They show the weight of their influence with a 
well-timed “we” showing that their gang is the in-crowd and you should be in it. 
They use “you” to make it seem personal when it isn’t. Linguists call that synthetic 
personalisation. 15 Synthetic. As in fake 16.  Just as fake is their unexplained statistics 
which baffle the brain with pseudo-science and implied precision 17. Seventy-
twelve percent of people know about that one! 18

 

1 Appropriate opening given the form 
specified. Suggests a clear  voice for the piece.
2 Uses textual examples well to provides a 
basis for the discussion whilst showing good 
engagement with the issue.
3 Control of tone through deliberate 
grammatical choices.
4 Understanding of the root cause of the issue 
shows the beginnings of critical engagement.
5 This opening section clearly frames the 
debate and engages the specified audience 
with a series of well chosen devices which 
suggest some flair.
6 Links the topic to language issue and sets 
up a section focused more clearly on the 
relevant concepts.
7 Shows secure knowledge of key conceptual 
area.
8 Develops point about the effects of this 
particular media tactic whilst maintaining 
tone/voice.
9 Flair in the use of language clearly illuminates 
the issue and shows originality.

10 Clear reference to a second technique 
employed by the media presented with 
deliberate irony which meets the needs of AO2 
and AO5.
11 Spoken discourse marker links the text to 
the specified form.
12 Anticipates audience response.
13 Succinct summary of first half of speech 
A02 and A05
14 Yes- a good example to choose A02
15 Clearly argued point, although a few more 
specific examples would be welcome A02 
and A05
16 Takes us back to the beginning of the 
speech A05
17 Convincing final statement A05 and 
address to the issue A02
18 Funny. Originality and some flair shown.

The question below perhaps focuses more on a very specific aspect of Language and Power 
and in the actual exam questions would have a broader base. This question was used because 
the response present interesting issues for consideration.
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate A:
This response shows a secure and, at times, well developed 
understanding of the concepts and language issues which are 
relevant to this task and a good range of examples drawn from 
prior research and from more general subject knowledge. This is a 
response which accepts the premise of the statement given and, 
in doing so, perhaps ignores a valuable opportunity to challenge 
the assertion and begin to explore notions of linguistic relativism; 
although, as an AS student, it would be only the very strongest 
candidates who might consider this approach.

The candidate covers areas including ideology, bias, influential 
power, synthetic personalisation, conceptual metaphors and 
naming systems as well as demonstrating a broad understanding 
of the relevance of the topic through some well-chosen examples.

Throughout the piece, there is evidence of skill, flair and originality 
in addressing the requirements of the form. Audience needs are 
met with some skill through the selection of engaging examples 
which are explained in a way which shows a well-developed 
understanding of language. To explore the influence of naming 
systems and synthetic personalisation in such a succinct and 
witty manner is clear evidence of the candidate’s ability to express 
complex understanding for the non-specialist audience.

AO2: This piece demonstrates a secure and well-developed 
conceptual understanding of the issue and its relevance to 
language. There is critical engagement with the task and clear 
exemplification. This response is focused on the issue and critically 
engages with language and its relevance to the task. 12/12

AO5: The is an enjoyable piece which shows craft and skill. Flair is 
evident through the controlled use of sentence structure and irony 
as well as in the use these devices to explain the issue in a manner 
appropriate to the audience.  12/12

This answer would be awarded full marks.

This calculated use of loaded language is to me both unacceptable and terrifying. 
If we can’t trust our news sources to present the facts of an emerging situation 
in an impartial light, who can we trust? How does one know whether one’s 
own opinions are formed on the basis of the true facts, or a neat, cropped, and 
inherently biased representation 19 of them? In my opinion, the media not only 
has too much power to influence their audience, but their abuse of this power is 
shocking and dangerous 20. 

19 Shows secure understanding of the issue.
20 This whole final paragraph works 
rhetorically to meet the needs of AO5 and 
re-presents the issue once more.
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Candidate B
The English language needs to address inequality with a gender neutral pronoun.
A short article for a mainstream media outlet aimed at a non-specialist audience.

Gender: It’s a matter of life and death! 1

Gender neutral pronouns are something we need 2 to adopt into our way of 
speaking and writing 3.

Some argue that we have 4 a perfectly acceptable pronoun of ‘they’ however 
it could be argued that this is not correct  5. The language provides us with a 
reflection of the society it is created in, so what this represents in England is that 
we have had a huge divide and people can only be placed into two genders 
6 – leaving an air of discomfort amongst those who prefer to be associated 
differently from their biological sex or gender.

The dichotomy of “he” and “she” leaves little room for a gender neutral pronoun as, 
linguistically, they are viewed as binary opposites 7 – you either are or you  aren’t 8. 
However, the non-binary gender covers any gender identity that doesn’t fit within 
the binary. This means that more should be done to promote the non-binary 9. 
The humble pronoun is on the front-line in the battle to overcome these out-
dated views of gender. Yes, language reflects society, but we can also argue that 
the language that we speak is one way of changing that society too   10. 

The third person pronoun of “they” is most commonly used, similar to the indefinite 
of ‘someone’ or ‘anyone’ 11. Yes, people will argue that these have no clear gender 
distinctions however they are not specifically related to individuals because they 
are not specific. They are a term that could be given to anyone or anything  12. That 
just won’t do 13. This personal effect can be seen through the status a man can only 
be referred to as “Mr” regardless of his marital status whereas a woman is referred to 
by Mrs, Miss or Ms as a result define a public show to a woman relationship status. 14  

There are often assumptions made as a result the term Ms 15 should be preferred 
instead as a default. Only then can we start to form successful attempts at a gender 
neutral pronoun. We unknowingly realise that there is always a larger divide 
between each gender connected to this idea of gender bias.

1  Clear use of genre convention. Hyperbolic 
opening statement to engage the audience. 
Not especially clear in setting out the topic 
of the piece but roots it in the specified 
conceptual area.
2 Inclusive pronoun use shows awareness of 
the genre and task requirements.
3 Ineloquent phrases like this begin to 
suggest less control.
4 There is no attempt to ‘frame’ the debate or 
to explain its relevance to the reader or the 
examiner.
5 Clear understanding of one of the key 
conceptual areas relevant to the issue and 
good reference to some current views on it.
6 Reference to linguistic relativism and clear 
understanding of the link between language 
and society.
7 Knowledgeable representation of the writer 
as an academic and expert adds to the 
effectiveness of the overall piece.
8 Succinct and well-controlled glossing of the 
preceding comment. Shows modulation of 
writing to audience needs.
9 In spite of the phrasing, this clearly shows an 
understanding of the relevance of the issue.

10 Well-phrased and shows a conceptualised 
understanding of the way in which the concept 
of gender neutrality is linked to language. 
Begins to explore the relationship between 
language and social attitudes.
11 Sound knowledge of the issue.
12 Takes a critical angle which shows more 
good knowledge.
13 Control of tone pitches the writing at the 
audience.
14 Attempts to re-frame the debate by looking 
more broadly at gender-marking. This may 
have served the candidate better at the start 
of the response; however, this still shows a 
breadth of understanding and a reasonable 
level of knowledge and understanding.
15  Opportunity missed to explore how 
this title is associated with some negative 
connotations and thus allow the candidate 
to show further understanding of the 
conceptual area.

. . . continues
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate B:
There is much to admire in this piece and the candidate clearly has 
an understanding of both the issue and its relevance to language 
and society. There is also clear evidence of an understanding of the 
needs of the stated form as well as an awareness of the audience.

The issue is discussed with relevant knowledge and understanding 
of the issue which covers areas such as the relationship between 
language and society, attitudes towards the issue, the potential 
for usage to drive the debate (through discussion of ‘they’), current 
changes in other languages and the attitudes of prescriptivists. 

The piece is deliberately aimed at meeting the needs of the form 
with several features employed through discourse structure, 
syntax and mixing of formal and informal registers. Similarly, there 
is an awareness of the needs of the audience at several points 
throughout the piece.

AO2: The conceptual knowledge and understanding shown is 
reasonable and, at times, sound. There is breadth of knowledge 
related to the issue which is presented but without the sound 
understanding of the links between the concepts and the language 
or the depth associated with band 5. This is a knowledgeable 
candidate who creates opportunities to band 5 but fails to take 
them. 8/12

AO5: The writing is clearly constructed to meet the needs of form 
with a number of appropriate structures and conventions used to 
evidence this. Similarly, there are a number of points where the piece 
addresses the needs of the audience; however, there are a several 
examples where the ‘voice’ is lost or where appropriate devices are 
applied without garnering the desired effect. There is enough clarity 
in use to allow the response to reach lower band 4. 7/12

15/24

Also, some argue that we have a closed word class in pronouns 16 and we have what 
we need already; however, Sweden have successfully managed to reopen the word 
class and now use a gender neutral pronoun well 17. This means we already seen this 
argument played out and won but yet we remain a step behind   18.
 
Embracing the present demand for a more grammatically correct gender neutral 
is the way forward to a more equal and less classified society. Should we remain 
the way society has always been? Should we move with the change cultures? 19

Gender equality needs to be a central theme of the modern world.  20

16 Knowledge of language shown and linked 
to the topic. Shows understanding of the 
wider debate.
17 Sound knowledge of the issue shown 
through well selected example.
18 Nice phrasing (excluding the missing 
auxiliary) which meets the needs of form and 
audience.
19 Uses features associated with the form and 
makes some attempt to satisfactorily end the 
piece.
20 Attempt at a pithy coda shows some 
awareness of the features of this form but 
lacks the impact with which such devices are 
used.
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Candidate C

“Technology is ruining the English Language”. Using this statement, write an article for a non specialist 
audience.

2B or not 2B – Technology and the Linguistic Apocalypse 1

Horror, horror! Since the rise of txting, the terrified cries 2 of prescriptivists 3 the 
world over can be from all around whether it’s in the stuffy columns of The Daily 
Mail or in the asterisk-littered replies in internet comment sections. The death of 
the English Language is nigh! Brevity,  initialisms and the emoticon – a haven for 
illiterates  4. 

Except, our friend William Shakespeare would disagree. Ever keen to make his 
poetry fit into that pesky ten syllable metre, Bill would regularly abbreviate. ‘tis 
perfectly acceptable I’th’name of poetry, after all. 5 And while the Bard may not 
have had emoticons to play with, he did enough with the language he had. In 
fact, and here’s a cool piece of trivia, Shakespeare neologised (that’s linguistic-talk 
for invented) 6 more new words than the Bible. Not bad for a glove maker’s lad.

Abbreviations and initialisms have existed for as long as language itself 7 (okay 
to O.K. for example) and the language would be unable to develop were it not 
for neologisms 8 – though deemed “laughable” today, without the made up 
words of the Bard, we would have no “gossip”, no “champion” and perhaps most 
devastating of all, no “hobnob”. Unthinkable indeed! 9

Perhaps the finger of blame for the freshest bout of fear of this lexical 
Armageddon can rest on the shoulders of the Oxford dictionary who recently 
named the ‘crying with laughter’ emoji – [candidate drew a picture] – as Word of 
the Year 2015. 10 

Even the dictionaries are at it now! Those keepers of the keys of linguistic 
certainty; guardians of what is right and proper; knights in the battle against 
misspelling (sic) are turning their collective backs on the good old ways. 11

All is lost! Or so the prescriptivists pine.

But there’s no reason why an emoji can’t be considered a word. Indeed, many 
other languages around the world have been utilising symbols with relevance to 
their meanings for centuries  12 . I would go further and argue that the addition 
of new emojis and abbreviations to the English Language only add more depth 
and versatility to our already rich mother tongue. 13 Much like any word, the 
emoji is comprised of units of meaning 14 – in this case, the smile, the tears, the 
shape of the eyes – and yet achieves this without the use of letters. With this in 
mind, it must be said the [candidate drew image] is indeed a word. 15 The real 
question is, can it be considered an English word 16? 

Or is it not to be? 17

1  Clear hook in the title shows 
understanding of features associated 
with the form and engages audience.
2 Well-constructed opening.
3 Shows sound understanding of the 
debate.
4 Begins to frame the debate and shows 
good knowledge of the relevance to 
language. Irony matches form and 
audience.
5 Shows some skill in the construction of 
language and knowledge of the issue.
6 Linguistic knowledge shown and 
glossed appropriately.
7 Sound knowledge.
8 Critical engagement with the issue.
9 Well-pitched showing skill.
10 Sound knowledge of current 
developments in the debate.
11 Well-constructed paragraph, excluding 
the error, which meets the needs of form 
and audience but suggests a less clear 
understanding of a dictionary’s role.
12 Sound knowledge of language, 
possibly begins to suggest secure 
understanding.
13 Attitudes to language considered.
14 Sound knowledge.
15  Hints at a better understanding.
16  Hints at a perceptive understanding 
but, as with PM15, leaves this 
undeveloped.
17  Shows clear construction of the text 
by linking, in a rather amusing way, back 
to the headline and earlier points.

Please note that the question is taken from the A level specimen Paper and Language and 
Technology is NOT part of the AS question on Topical Issues. This question was used because 
the response present interesting issues for consideration and indicates different approaches a 
student might take in answering this question.
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate C:
Clear knowledge and understanding of a reasonably broad range 
of linguistic concepts which are relevant to the debate and are 
used to critically engage with the issue. There is a clear attempt to 
frame the technology debate in terms of emojis and their impact 
on language; however, whilst this is a sound angle to take and 
could produce a highly successful piece, the framing is itself a little 
incomplete and doesn’t suggest a full engagement with the topic 
stated. The discussion of brevity and Shakespeare presented a clear 
opportunity to engage with why this was an issue for prescriptivists 
and why it’s often a technology-driven feature of language. Also, 
the emoji discussion hints at understanding of morphology and the 
arbitrary nature of signs but doesn’t develop it in detail

The writing is well constructed and shows some flashes of skill and 
originality. The stated audience is clearly considered and the writing is 
pitched appropriately. Some parts are better constructed than others 
but there is always a sense of understanding the form of the task.

AO2: There is a sound level of knowledge and understanding 
shown through well-chosen examples and a clear narrowing 
of focus which allows exploration of the issue. The piece takes a 
critical angle but under-develops the points associated with its core 
argument. 10/12

AO5: A well-constructed piece which is appropriate to form and 
audience. The use of linguistic terms, and the glossing of them 
shows how well pitched this piece is. There are some inconsistencies 
in the writing which suggest that, whilst clear focused on the 
requirements of the task, the piece doesn’t quite show the flair 
required of the top band. 10/12

20/24
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Candidate D

“Technology is ruining the English Language”. Using this statement, write an article for a non specialist 
audience.

TECHNOLOGY and the language within it 1

The Hadrian’s Wall of language has often overshadowed the battlements of 
a growing technological empire, locking away the vast expanse of linguistic 
innovation. 2 However, is technology really all that bad? Are our ancestors fears of 
electronic invasion really all that will result from the growing use of technology? 
Or are we already under attack 3 with words such as “internet”, “LOL” 4 sent to 
destroy the English Language? 5

Mobile phones, since their creation, have been increasingly used throughout the 
generations 6. ‘Txting’ and phone calls are a part of daily life, and every teenager 
would be able to tell you what ROFL meant 7. Throughout time there have been 
those who are adamant that the ‘end is nigh’ whenever society changes with 
its creations, however small the change may be. Some may argue that less is 
being exchanged between two people through the emergence of emoticons 
or emojis. The main fear of an older society may be that the youth’s exposure 
to new and exciting technologies has resulted in bad grammar and spelling. 8 
On the contrary, spellcheck can help in correcting mistakes and improve the 
language use of young people. 9

The stark contrast of texting in the early 2000s to a modern day 2015 leaves 
many with the preconceived view that this form of communication is full of 
abbreviations and acronyms. This is simply not the case. More over, the language 
of today’s txting is structured with correct spelling 10.

Technology as a whole is good for communication. It allows people to be 
creative with their language, adapting it for a use suitable to their audience or 
receiver 11. Even without technology, language has developed. For example, 
Shakespeare created many new words, phrases and idioms that are used 
frequently in modern day settings 12. Without this development surely we’d 
still be using “thee” and “thou” today 13, and using terms that no longer apply to 
our changing world. Furthermore, there’d be no names for new inventions if 
language was held rigid by a linguistically dated society. 14

Language is not limited by technology; just by the people who use it. 15

1  Uses genre convention and clearly 
states the broad topic.
2 Striving for a metaphorical hook and, 
in doing so, losing sight of the point of 
the question or, at the very least, leaving 
meaning ambiguous.
3 Attempts to build interest through 
appropriate language choices.
4 Some understanding of language use 
related to the issue.
5 Ironic hyperbole suggests critical 
engagement with the issue even though 
the device itself is less effective than I 
might have been.
6 Frames the debate in a narrower area but 
texting is less relevant to the debate now.
7 Social attitudes to language and 
example show reasonable level of 
knowledge.
8 Knowledge of the debate shown 
and there is some use of the features 
associated with this type of writing.
9 Misunderstands a key element of the 
debate.
10 Shows reasonable knowledge of the 
changing nature of technology.
11 Hints at critical engagement with the 
issue.
12 Some knowledge of the issue and its 
historical relevance.
13 Exemplification doesn’t really develop 
or match the implied point which 
precedes it.
14 Knowledge of processes of language 
change is expressed ineloquently and a 
little thinly.
15  Clear hint towards an understanding 
of and critical engagement with the 
issue. Nicely constructed parallel 
phrasing.

Please note that the question is taken from the A level specimen Paper and Language and 
Technology is NOT part of the AS question on Topical Issues. This question was used because 
the response present interesting issues for consideration and indicates different approaches a 
student might take in answering this question.
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate D:
There is much that works well in this piece in terms of the tone 
and use of relevant language features. There is a clear formal tone 
but attempts to use irony to lighten the mood and emphasise the 
ludicrous nature of the proposition fall flat. In terms of conceptual 
understanding, the key pillars of the debate are present and suggest 
knowledge and understanding and the candidate has clearly taken 
a partisan approach; however, whilst a number of conceptual 
areas are touched upon, few are developed in convincing detail. 
The links to Shakespeare could work well but aren’t adequately 
framed in terms of the technology debate. Similarly, the focus on 
text messaging is somewhat dated and, even though the response 
acknowledges this, it lacks the clarity of understanding associated 
with the upper band 4.

AO2: The piece shows a reasonable level of understanding and 
references initialisms/acronyms, emoticons, prescriptivist attitudes 
and processes of change albeit rather ‘thinly’. There is evidence 
of some critical engagement which allows the piece to access 
lower band 4. This is a piece that, but for a couple of hints at better 
understanding, could easily have dropped into band 3 but, marking 
positively, it deserving of 7/12.

AO5: Uses an appropriate tone and deploys a number of relevant 
features in constructing the piece. A number of effects are worked 
for with varying success. There are a number of issues with the 
attempts at using metaphor and irony which impede the success of 
the piece as a whole but this represents better than “an attempt” at 
matching the form and audience. 7/12

14/24
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Candidate E
Using appropriate terminology, examine Text A in the light of the ways in which power is
represented. In your answer you should:
•	 analyse the language features of the text
•	 explore how contextual factors and language features construct meanings
•	 consider the ways in which your understanding of concepts and issues relating to power
•	 in language use illuminates the representation of power within the text.

Language and power – candidate responses
NB. Please note that the question that has generated the response have not been provided by OCR GCE English Language question setters and 
is therefore not necessarily typical or what is to be expected for this question – indeed in the real exam the text would have more words. The 
question and text have been used in order to generate a response – and it is the response that is the focus of this resource. The question came from 
a Labour leaflet sent out just before the 2015 election.

The genre of this text is a leaflet produced by the Labour Party. The audience is 
potential voters in the 2015 General Election, and the purpose is to persuade 
people to vote for the Labour Party in their area.  1 

The text uses personal pronouns to reach out to the target audience 2, such as 
“our NHS needs you”  By directly engaging with the audience it may become 
more likely that the leaflet will encourage people to vote for the Labour 
Party 3. Fairclough (2000)’s theory on power in advertising outlines synthetic 
personalisation as one of the key components of a successful advertisement – by 
using personal pronouns such as “you” it may make the reader feel as though 
this advertisement has been directly targeted towards them, and as such it may 
gain power over the reader  4 – even though in reality it is part of a large-scale 
campaign aimed at many people 5. The text also uses collective pronouns such 
as “We have 24 hours to save our NHS”. This may aim to make the audience 
feel like part of the solution to the problem that the leaflet has outlined 6. 
Wareing’s theory on types of power suggests there are three types of power in 
the English language— political, personal and social. This text possibly aims to 
make the reader feel powerful, and give them a sense of social power - that by 
voting for Labour, they can bring about a change in their society. 7 The text also 
uses declarative terms such as “any other party will let the Tories win” and “The 
Tories are a threat to our NHS”. These aim to create certainty in the idea that any 
alternative action other than Labour will result in a worse outcome for society 8. 
The Conservative Party (colloquially referred to as the “Tories”) 9 are the other main 
political party to the Labour Party in English politics; this advert tries to show the 
Labour Party’s political power by claiming – with certainty – that voting for the 
Conservatives will result in the NHS becoming further endangered. 10

The text uses the colour red to highlight key words and information 11 – such as 
“We have 24 hours to save our NHS” and the box which states that “Labour will:”. 
The colour red usually connotes danger 12, but it is also the official colour of the 
Labour Party. By using the colour red in this manner, the text reinforces its political 
power by trying to encourage the reader to vote for the Labour Party 13. Ironically, 
in this case, the colour red connotes the solution to the danger instead of the 
danger itself. 14 The text also uses tick-shaped bullet points in the red box outlining 
Labour’s promises, and crosses in the blue box outlining the supposed failings of 
the Conservatives 15. Brown and Levinson’s face theory suggests that certain acts 
can be face-threatening. Indeed, this whole advert seems like a large jab at the 
Conservative Party, in an attempt to threaten and damage their face as far as is 
possible. 16 Using tick-shaped bullet points possibly connotes the idea that voting 

1 General awareness of contextual factors. 
Greater specificity would have reaped rewards.
2 Identifies a pattern and goes on toe 
exemplify it.
3 Broad comment on the overall effect of the 
pattern of language use. Misses the chance to 
analyse the example given.
4 Sound knowledge and understanding of 
Fairclough’s model and its relevance to the 
data but the comment is not focused on this 
data specifically.
5 Sound link to context of reception.
6  Second pronoun comment, exemplification 
and explanation which is linked to audience.
7 Knowledge of Wareing shown but not 
clearly used or applied to the data.
8 Declaratives are exemplified with some brief 
explanation.
9 Refers to colloquialism.
10 Some good understanding of Context of 
Production and its effect on language choices 
but lacking depth.
11 Sound graphological feature but could be 
more clearly rooted in other language levels.
12 Appears rather irrelevant but further 
elaboration makes for a better point.
13 Sound link to CofP and how it influences 
meaning.
14 Informed and interesting comment but 
would have been stronger if rooted in the 
language choices.
15 Symbolic representation hinted at although 
presented as a graphological, or more kindly 
an orthographic, point.
16 Uses face theory when a more straight 
forward look at representations would have 
worked better.
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for Labour is the right choice – and the crosses in the blue box may connote the 
opposite, that voting for the Conservatives is the “incorrect” choice, as it will ruin the 
NHS. This further aims to reinforce the political power of the Labour Party – as they 
are guaranteeing not to cause the problems they claim the Conservatives will. 17

The text utilises the lexical field of hospitals and emergencies; by using word 
selections such as “24 hours to save our NHS” and “threaten the survival of 
our NHS”. 18 These are terms one may expect to hear in an emergency or life-
threatening situation in a hospital; the text aims to make the reader feel as though 
the NHS has, indeed, suffered a life-threatening injury under the Conservative 
government — and that only the Labour Party can save them 19, making the 
Labour Party look like the doctors, nurses and surgeons that work in A&E 
departments in hospitals, and as such look more powerful. Fairclough’s idea of 
influential power is very much applicable here – the advert aims strongly to 
influence people to vote for the Labour Party – and only the Labour Party. 20

17 Draws links to connotative meaning and 
overall purpose.
18 LFs identified rather broadly but 
appropriately and exemplified appropriately.
19 Not entirely accurate; although building 
a high-quality point out of this would be 
challenging.
20 Broad but relevant reference to Fairclough 
and influential power which is linked to 
context.

Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate E:
The response moves around a number of language levels and 
shows some conceptual knowledge which is relevant to the 
question and the data. It considers contextual factors and regularly 
links them to the data. It would not take a great deal to improve 
this response and move it solidly into band 4 across all AOs. This is 
a candidate who has clearly learnt the relevant subject knowledge 
well but needs further help in applying this knowledge to data. 

AO1: The response considers pronoun use, declaratives, graphology 
and lexical fields with varying success and also makes reference 
to colloquial language. Exemplification is used consistently 
throughout and use of terminology, whilst never precise or densely 
packed, is accurate. The expression is clear. 4/6

AO2: The response identifies some patterns within the data and 
is able to suggest sound reasons as to why they are present. At 
several points, these patterns are linked to a sound theoretical 

understanding of conceptual models related to power (Fairclough 
is referenced relevantly). Comments on language use struggle to 
move beyond the general and often needed to be further explored 
through reference to explicit exemplification if this response were 
to move into band 4. The response clearly demonstrates good 
knowledge of theory but is less secure on how to apply it to the 
data. 9/18

AO3: The response considers a number of contextual factors and 
returns to context of production (specifically considering the role 
of the producer) on a number of occasions. This consideration is 
often used to make some comment on why language features are 
present but lacks the breadth or depth associated with band 4. 6/12

19/36
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Candidate F
Using appropriate terminology, examine Text B in the light of the ways in which gender is
represented. In your answer you should:
•	 analyse the language features of the text
•	 explore how contextual factors and language features construct meanings
•	 consider the ways in which your understanding of concepts and issues relating to gender
•	 in language use illuminates the representation of gender within the text.

Language and gender – candidate responses
NB. Please note that the question that has generated the next three responses have not been provided by GCE  OCR English Language question 
setters and is therefore not necessarily typical or what is to be expected for this question – indeed in the real exam the text would have more 
words. The text does bear more than a passing resemblance to a text used by another exam board for AS in 2013 and is for Wellman products, 
although the webpage that generate the text has now been superseded. The question and text have been used in order to generate responses – 
and it is the responses that is the focus of this resource.

Text H is an extract from the website 1 “Vitabiotics” and throughout we see pseudo-
scientific lexis used such as the proper nouns “Co-enzyme Q10” and “L-cornitine” 2. 
These nouns have been included in the extract as men are stereotypically 
interested in technical or scientific products. This relates back to the audience 
which is men of all ages. 3 In addition, the use of these nouns also link back to the 
purpose of the text, which is to inform and persuade, as including scientific lexis 
makes the product seem superior and tested by professionals 4. Alternatively the 
use of the nouns “Vitamin B” “Vitamin C” and “Vitamin E” may break the stereotype 
as these nouns are normally involved within an advertisement for a woman’s 
product. They may have been used as nowadays more men are concerned about 
their appearance and how they are perceived by women. 5 This can relate to the 
Face Theory as if a man uses the “Wellman” product then they will present a more 
positive self image or “face.” 6

Moreover, in the extract we see both post and pre-modifying adjectives 7 used 
in relation to the audience. For example, the post modifying adjective “optimum” 
is included in the text to describe the Wellman product. The connotations of 
“optimum” are that the supplement is the best on the market and cannot be 
beaten by competitors. This links back to the purpose as Wellman want to 
sell their product in the most effective way, and by using adjectives then the 
company or brand name will fulfil its purpose. 8 Additionally, the pre-modifier 
“simple, no-fuss” are also used to describe the product. The connotations of this 
adjective suggest that the supplement is easy to digest and will not cause the 
customer any trouble by taking it. This links back to the audience as men typically 
do not want any stress in day-to-day life 9, and by taking Wellman’s product they 
will not have to worry about the consequences.

Furthermore, within the extract we see a range of a different verbs used which 
links to the GAP 10 of the text. Firstly, the verb “defend” has been included in the 
extract to explain how the product can protect a man from harmful “radicals”. This 
verb can relate to men in general as stereotypically men 11 are supposed to look 
after their family and ensure that no harm comes to them. As a result of this, the 
audience may be more likely to purchase the supplement as they can personally 
connect themselves to the lexis being used in the text. Next, the verb “lead” 
has been involved in the extract to demonstrate that sometimes men can lead 
stressful and hectic lives. This verb also can link to the audience as men normally 
want to be a leader and make sure that nothing can go wrong 12.

1 Awareness of context.
2 Identifies a pattern of use and exemplifies 
appropriately using precise terminology.
3 Sound understanding of representation of 
implied audience and actual audience.
4 Sound attempt to link context to language 
and explore effects.
5 Challenges own assertion as to the 
representation of implied audience and links 
to changing gender roles.
6  Over extension of face theory but again 
draws a link to audience positioning.
7 Appropriate method applied and 
exemplified well.
8 Identifies and analyses semantic associations 
and links to purpose.
9 Identifies good example and links to 
representation of men/positioning of the 
reader. In both this and PM8, the candidate 
has discussed very appropriate examples and 
analysed well but does not explore.
10 Vague attempt to identify a pattern which 
is lifted by the proceeding exemplifications. 
A sub-categorisation of the verbs or specific 
reference to aspects of the GAP would have 
helped.
11 Links precisely chosen language device to 
representation of audience, positioning of the 
reader and the purpose a well a anticipating 
potential reader reaction.
12 Engages clearly with another 
representation of men within the text but 
fails to firmly root discussion in the example 
provided.
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate F:
This is a sound response to the task and does a great deal that is 
worthy of credit. There is a sense that this candidate understands 
the links between language, concepts and contexts and is 
developing the ability to explore them. Greater focus on patterns, 
perhaps by building the response around concepts, would have 
yielded higher marks than those given.

AO1: Well-labelled examples selected from across lexis, semantics 
and grammar are exemplified very appropriately in most cases and 
the piece is coherently written and accurate. There is better than 
the general accuracy of band 4 and use of terminology is “densely 
packed”.  Terminology could have been more precise and this may 
have allowed for greater exploration of AO2/3 issues. 5/6

AO2: The response engages with representations of ideal consumer 
and of stereotypical notions of ‘maleness’. This suggests a sound 
understanding but this could have been better signaled by 
explicit exploration of each representation. Patterns are identified 

competently and exemplified well in most cases; although some 
opportunities have been missed. Comments on language use are 
well formed and systematically given throughout the response 
including challenging the standard stereotypical view of the 
audience. 11/18

AO3: Response shows sound knowledge of the link between 
language and context with links regularly drawn to audience and 
purpose. The use of context to explain language choices is clear and 
relevant throughout. There is some consideration of the aims of the 
product/company linked to language. Greater depth of analysis 
(which could have been driven by more precise terminology or 
reference to another language level) or consideration of genre and 
producer may have lifted this piece into a higher band. As it stands, 
upper band 4 is the most appropriate mark. 8/12

24/36
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Candidate G
Using appropriate terminology, examine Text B in the light of the ways in which gender is
represented. In your answer you should:
•	 analyse the language features of the text
•	 explore how contextual factors and language features construct meanings
•	 ·consider the ways in which your understanding of concepts and issues relating to gender
•	 in language use illuminates the representation of gender within the text.

Firstly, the use of pseudo-scientific lexis across the text 1, such as ‘co-enzyme Q10 
and l-carnitine’ represents men as being intelligent, despite the fact that only 
a handful of the readers would recognise the language used. 2 The lexical field 
of science may also link to the Deficit theory of the 1920s which theorised that 
men were more intelligent than women 3. Although it’s dated, in comparison to 
women’s adverts which foreground beauty enhancements, men’s adverts like the 
Wellman adverts seem to have a focus on the science involved 4.

Furthermore, the scientific lexis suggests that the product’s effectiveness is 
consolidated by science and fulfils the text’s purpose 5 – to persuade men to buy 
the product combined with the lexis, lack of colloquialisms and contractions the 
text has a formal register, which may imply that men are encouraged to take their 
fitness seriously 6. Therefore positioning the ideal consumer 7 as someone who 
is physically active and suggesting that this lifestyle is something to which the 
audience should aspire. The male audience are likely to feel an affinity with this 
representation of themselves 8 and be further persuaded.

Another way in which masculinity is represented in the text is the use of lexical 
fields of fitness, examples being ‘endurance athletes,’ ‘optimum sports potential’ and 
‘speed.’ The noun phrase ‘endurance athletes’ is particularly important as the head 
of the phrase ‘athletes’ could refer to how men are expected to be athletes, which 
in essence moulds the audience to desire an athletic body. 9 Through the repetition 
of this lexis, it seems that men are represented as being athletes, meaning that 
men who aren’t reaching their ‘optimum sports potential’ are less masculine. 
This would result in men buying the product in an effort to become the ‘ideal’ 
man 10. The product puts emphasis on vitality too with the repetitive reference to 
‘reproductive health,’ thus representing ‘real men’ as those with sexual prowess so 
men with insecurities 11 would buy the product.

The graphology further emphasises ‘the ideal male’ – a muscular swimmer against 
a bold blue backdrop is pictured next to the proper noun ‘Wellman.’  This provides 
impressionable men who must’ve gone online in search for health supplements 
a picture of what they could look like with the help of Wellman, making them feel 
inclined to buy a product so they too can be considered a ‘Wellman.’ 12

Moreover, the product is described as a ‘simple, no-fuss solution’ for all men looking 
to reach their physical potential, therefore conveying men as constantly busy 13. The 

1 Pattern identified with well-chosen linguistic 
terminology and exemplification.
2 Good understanding of the representation 
inherent in the language choices further 
illuminated by reference to actual audience.
3 Not entirely correct or appropriate use of 
deficit theory.
4 Understanding of genre differences driven 
by gender but not clearly or fully expressed.
5 Develops second analysis of the effect of 
language choice and links this to context.
6  Effective identification of pattern integrated 
into discussion and linked to a second 
representation of males.
7 Audience positioning also linked to the 
clearly stated pattern of language use. 
Exemplification may have helped to further 
the point.

8 Building the ideal consumer through 
creating a stereotypical male representation. 
Considers audience reaction to this too.
9 Precise and densely packed terminology and 
exemplification linked to representation and 
audience.
10 Good understanding of how language meets 
the needs of purpose and audience.
11 A further representation is discussed and 
linked to another pattern in the language use.
12 Links graphology to lexis and then to 
audience/purpose but not in a developed, 
precise or analytical manner. There is more to 
do here.
13 Language linked to a further representation.

Language and Gender
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concept of men being busy probably links back to men being breadwinners while 
women are nurturers 14. The pre-modifying adjectives ‘hectic and demanding’ and 
the abstract noun ‘stress’ as they’re semantically linked 15 to deadlines or perhaps 
the stereotypical adventurous ‘James Bond’-esque male.

Finally, the paragraphs are short and the sub-headings have been omitted partially 
(for example ‘Immune defence’ could’ve been ‘It can improve your immune 
defence’), linking back to the idea that men prefer things to be brief rather than 
detailed 16, which links back to the Difference theory which suggests men prefer 
fact and women prefer emotion 17, again representing men as the more intellectual 
of the sexes.

14 Sound understanding of stereotypical 
gender roles. Relevance to this example is not 
clearly stated.
15 Highlights a further pattern within the text, 
exemplifies and begins to explain.
16  Links discourse structure to representation 
of males. I wonder if this could have been 
linked to the previous paragraph allowing 
exploration of both in greater depth.
17 Clear link to Tannen and this is used to 
explore the language use and representation 
albeit rather briefly.

Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate G:
This response consistently identifies patterns in the language 
use and representations of males while drawing links to theories 
with varying relevance. There is clear evidence of knowledge and 
understanding across the response. All of the elements of a top 
band response are present except for the depth of critical evaluation 
needed to secure top band in AO2 and AO3.

AO1: The use of terminology, identification of examples and secure 
writing style are strengths of this response. Several examples are 
explored in an academic manner and, in spite of some being less 
well explored, the range and depth is more than adequate to put 
this in the top band. 6/6

AO2: Response covers a range of representations and applies 
concepts well. Patterns are consistently identified and engaged with 
effectively as a means of exploring the text’s language use. Lacks the 

critical engagement of the top band but does create opportunities 
to reach it had they been taken. More detailed reference to the 
theories mentioned would have allowed the response access to the 
top band. 15/18

AO3: References to both implied and actual reader as well as 
purpose show a good level of detail when considering the 
potential influences of context on language. There is some good 
understanding of how language is affected by genre, although 
less well developed, and the response also makes reference to an 
understanding of where the text fits within the wider genre. 10/12

31/36
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Candidate H
Using appropriate terminology, examine Text B in the light of the ways in which gender is
represented. In your answer you should:
•	 analyse the language features of the text
•	 explore how contextual factors and language features construct meanings
•	 consider the ways in which your understanding of concepts and issues relating to gender
•	 in language use illuminates the representation of gender within the text.

The text is an extract from a website and displays a product description of a 
supplement targeted at men. The purpose of the text is to inform potential 
customers about the product and ultimately persuade them to purchase it. 1

Throughout the text, we see the use of adjective 2 adding a gendered theme. 
The use of adjectives such as “strong” and “advanced” and “power” link to the 
stereotypical and idealistic image of a masculine man 3. They are all the descriptors 
deemed desirable by most men and therefore the use of these pre-modifying 
adjectives make the target audience of men see the product as desirable too 4, 
fulfilling the purpose of the text. Additionally, adjectives “speed”, “exercise” and 
“sport” are repeated through the text. All are related to the lexical field of sport and 
physicality 5, it is clearly deliberate in order to link the product to a common male 
interest 6. The target market for the product is men, so by appealing to an interest 
that is socially deemed masculine and is enjoyed by most of that target market the 
product becomes more appealing to them. 7

Similarly, the text contains a mass of scientific jargon 8, linking to another 
stereotypical interest of men – science. It is thought that men are either interested 
in science and are competitive in nature, means that they want the best available 
to them 9. Hence the use of pre-modified common noun phrase, “comprehensive 
formulation” alongside common and proper nouns “bio-elements” “ginseng” “amino 
acids” “co-enzyme Q10” and “bioflavonoids” suggest to the reader that the product 
is scientifically proven to be high quality 10. As the idea that men are logical above 
emotional, this technique is designed  to their logicality suggesting if science says 
it is so then it must 11 be. This idea of the product being a work of medicine and 
science links back to the concept of competition as the product is then thought to 
be above others, more beneficial and higher quality 12.

Thirdly, like the use of adjectives, the use of verbs throughout the text have 
gendered connotations. Verbs “built”, “provides” and “lead” all relate to the idea 
of what a ‘man’ is 13. Building being a labour a man is skilled in, providing being 
his duty and leading being a trait of his personality. By using these verbs in the 
text, subtle messages are sent to let the reader know who the target audience is. 
The men reading the text will then feel more personally targeted and as though 
they are better able to identify with the product as they see it as something that 
understands what is required of them and is able to aid them. 14 

Finally, the graphology of the text also has a gendered theme. Immediately, we see 
a man in sporting attire, telling the audience two things – who the product is for 
and one of its functions. The entire text is themed in blue, the most stereotypical 

1 Unnecessary introduction.
2 Identifies a pattern in language use.
3 Exemplifies the pattern and links to 
representation.
4 Comment links language to context.
5 Identifies a second pattern in the text within 
this language level.
6  Fairly vague comment but suggests implicit 
understanding of audience positioning.
7 Links context to the concept of socialisation 
but, again, not explicitly.

8 Identifies a further pattern.
9 Clear understanding in this comment but fails 
to explicitly link to representations or building 
the ideal consumer.
10 Examples listed and some analysis given 
which is then linked to potential effect on the 
audience.
11 Vague notion of the stereotypical view of 
men but not clearly expressed.
12 Further analysis of the pattern given.
13 Another lexical pattern identified and 
exemplified. The proceeding comment again 
implicitly references both representation and 
socialisation but doesn’t link it to language.
14 Again, this comment shows an 
understanding of the link between language 
and context.

Language and Gender
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Lead Marker’s commentary for Candidate H:
This is a response which is solid and shows a well-developed level of 
linguistic knowledge. It uses terminology well and exemplifies well. 
Consistent attempts are made to link language to concepts and 
contexts with variable success.

This, at first, seems like a fairly straightforward response to mark 
but there are a number of challenges in applying the mark scheme 
which will be discussed below.

AO1: Densely packed use of terminology and very appropriate 
exemplification all suggest band 5 as does the accuracy in the 
use of all terminology. The majority of points made focus on the 
lexical language level and only at the end is there some brief 
reference to discourse made along with a fairly ‘thin’ point about 
the graphology. Comments often analyse the pattern of language 
use rather than a specific example and this prevents the response 
from definitively proving the ability to “analyse a range of language 
features”; however, taking a positive approach, this is a response 
which is better than band 4 and thus must be placed in band 5. 5/6

AO2: As with AO1, there is much to consider here. The response 
clearly shows a sound understanding and knowledge of the ways 
in which gender is linked to the language use in the text; however, 

this is often shown implicitly or rather vaguely. The candidate 
should still be rewarded for this understanding but could very easily 
have proven a better understanding by discussing points in a more 
systematic and controlled way. In terms of identifying patterns, this 
is clearly done effectively and the response seeks to comment on 
them in an informed manner but, as with AO1, the lack of specific 
focus on examples hinders its ability to discuss language use in 
depth. Overall, the response shows sound levels of understanding 
but is suggestive of a candidate with more than that. Upper band 4 
would seem the most appropriate award for this response in spite of 
the ability to effectively identify patterns. 12/18

AO3: The response engages well with audience and purpose 
and consistently draws links between them and language use. 
Comments are relevant and clear but ignore context of production 
and genre. It is not necessary to cover all areas of context but in 
narrowing the range to two aspects, the candidate would need 
greater detail to access higher than band 4. 7/12

24/36

of male colours, making the product appear strongly gendered and appropriate 
for the audience 15. In addition, the text is laid out in small digestible paragraphs 
accompanied by blue headings. This links back to the concept of men being 
logical, as the numbered, ‘step by step’ tight layout is tailored to the logical man the 
product aims to appear to.  16

15 Comments on graphology and links 
to audience but doesn’t really root the 
comment in another language level. As a 
stand-alone point, this is relatively thin but 
does link well to audience.
16 Reference to discourse structure and 
stereotypical needs of the audience.
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